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On 2 and 3 December 2021, the Trans European Policy Studies Association (TEPSA) organised the Final
Conference of the InDivEU project “A differentiated future for the European Union?”. The high-level
event gathered leading European experts and high-level practitioners and policy makers to dicuss
Differentiated Integration (DI) and the key findings as well as the political implications of the Horizon
2020 project “InDivEU – Integrating Diversity in the European Union”, which ends in December 2021.
The conference was organized in a virtual format because of the restrictions linked with the Covid-19
pandemic, and was streamed through several online platforms (Zoom, YouTube and Facebook)
gathering a total of 234 live participants. In addition, the recordings of the panels will be made
available online so that further interested participants will have the chance to follow the discussion.
In their opening words, TEPSA Chairperson Lucia Mokrá and InDivEU scientific lead Frank
Schimmelfennig (TEPSA & ETH Zürich) welcomed the participants and recalled that the main
objectives of the InDivEU project were to assess whether DI could be a plausible scenario for the future
of the integration of the European Union (EU), and to provide evidence-based approaches on the
latter. Highlighting DI positive outcomes in the past, Prof. Mokrá evoked the relevance of the topic
today, in a context where populism in many EU member states stretches the limits of the concept to,
for instance, put into question the universality of EU values. Prof. Schimmelfennig broadly introduced
the project’s outcomes and its contributions to DI normative, theoretical and methodological
approaches.
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A conversation with keynote speaker Enrico Letta (Jacques Delors Institute, former Italian Prime
Minister) offered the opportunity to interactively discuss whether DI might contribute to the
challenges that the EU faces today. Building on his research and policy works, Dr Letta offered three
main observations. 1) Brexit had the effect of closing the fundamental debate between multi-speed
and multi-destination Europe. Paired with the ongoing Covid-19 crisis, Brexit reinforced the
commitment to European solidarity, so that member states no longer consider themselves only as
‘compagnons de voyage’ but real ‘compagnons de destin’. 2) DI has a role to play in creating
compliance tools for the rule of law. Incentive would emerge from the participation of willing member
states in a scoreboard, overseen by neutral stakeholders and linked to the 2027 budget. 3) The
creation of a new Schengen treaty could be envisaged to solve the migratory policies’ deadlock. In
conclusion, Dr Letta proposed a conception of DI which could solve current stalemates in certain policy
areas. Here, DI would create strong incentives for member states to participate as the nonparticipation costs would be too high (e.g. losing freedom of movement benefits).
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The conference continued with the first Panel: What drives differentiated integration and how does
DI affect the EU as a polity? Following introductory words of the moderator Katrin Auel (Institute of
Advanced Studies), Frank Schimmelfennig presented the main explanations for DI developments in
the EU as being driven by the need to accommodate heterogeneity between member states. He
presented his research results and emphasised that DI has been used mostly in the 1990s and 2000s
to compensate both the increasing diversity after the enlargement rounds and the diverging national
interests following the extension of EU policy portfolio to core state powers. He noted that DI has
recently declined due to integration stagnation (slow-down of enlargement and no major treatyrevision). In addition to accommodating diversity, Bruno de Witte (European University Institute)
added a flexibility component, or that DI has also been historically used to overcome the rigidity of
the EU system as well as sidelining obstacles to integration. The discussion followed up on the Covid19 crisis management and the absence of DI in the financial recovery programs, where De Witte
confirmed that DI in economic policy has been holding off recently. Contextual explanations help
understand, according to Prof. Schimmelfennig, that the euro crisis was more about saving an already
integrated policy than facilitating early-stage integration like during the 1990s-2000s. Micaela Del
Monte (European Parliament) however recalled that, in times of crisis, citizens’ demands for EU
uniformity increase and that DI requires important public communication to not be considered a
cherry-picking system. She highlighted the texts in which the European Parliament, for accountability
reasons, explicitly favoured institutionalised forms of communitarian DI rather than practical
intergovernmental agreements. Bruno de Witte also considered that DI should continue following
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specific legal constraints to not become a threat to the EU polity and remain a tool of the integration
progress. When asked about how DI affects policy practices in the EU, Marta Migliorati (Hertie School
& European University Institute) highlighted that opt-outs are not always formally reflected in the
grounded policy practices. Sometimes adopted for national symbolic reasons, member states (e.g.
Denmark) often negotiate at the technical level more flexible ways of participation. The motives
behind such decision vary on the political level but include wills to not diminish influence and to not
miss out on capabilities. To sum up, this panel discussion highlighted the primary uses of DI, and how
these have changed today in some specific policy areas and following the Covid-19 crisis. The speakers
insisted on the fact that there is often more to see to the opt-outs clauses, and therefore on the
importance of analysing concrete policy implementation. Finally, they recalled that some of EU most
urgent issues such as fundamental values, institutional reforms or redistribution are probably those
where differentiation is least applicable.

The second panel addressed the topic of “Deepening Eurozone integration: towards an ever more
differentiated Union?”. Michele Chang (College of Europe & TEPSA) moderated the discussion based
on the InDivEU results presented by Paolo Chiocchetti (European University Institute). Dr Chiocchetti
developed four different scenarios for 2035 in relation with DI and the integration of the Euro area
following an imaginary economic crisis. The objectives of this exercise are to visualise the expected
outcomes of key futures trends, provide models to assess the desirability of alternative visions, and to
prepare for external shocks. 1) The scenario “Highland Europe” describes a high level of uniform
integration moving towards federalism but with a smaller number of member states. 2) “Mountain
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Europe” is characterised by DI, which might temporarily weaken the Eurozone. 3) “Lowland Europe”
is defined by a uniform disintegration and a sole focus on the internal market. Finally, 4) “Archipelago
Europe” describes a scenario of differentiated disintegration, with withdrawal from common policies.
Policy practitioners presented their views on the scenarios. Member of the European Parliament
Danuta Hübner expressed optimism, as she considers that the ongoing and upcoming projects such
as the Conference on the Future of Europe or the Green Deal have the potential to strenghten EU
integration. Irena Peresa (European Commission) reaffirmed the relevance of such research work for
EU policy-making. The discussion continued with the presentation of Markus Jachtenfuchs’ (Hertie
School) research on the functional costs and benefits of DI. His results showed that in the great
majority of cases, countries took the opportunity to re-integrate the field where they had opt-outs
before. Constitutional DI however, he observed, tends to be more permanent.

On 3 December, the conference started off at 09:30 with Panel III on “What do governments, parties
and citizens think of DI?”, moderated by Ilke Toygür (Elcano Royal Institute and TEPSA) and counted
with the presentation of DI research findings by Stefan Telle (European University Institute), Marta
Lorimer (London School of Economics), Catherine de Vries (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam and
Università Bocconi) and the insights of former MEP Richard Corbett (European Parliament). On the
salience of DI in governmental discourses, Stefan Telle argued that politicians have so far mostly used
it to overcome deadlocks when they run out of alternatives. He further noticed that DI tends to be
particularly salient in national governmental discourses in moments of treaty change or enlargements.
His research showed neither any major geographical patterns across national member states’
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governments nor any substantial presence of DI in national documents. He highlighted however that
some differences can be observed, such as Germany having a slightly worse connotation of DI (where
an inclusive approach is preferred) than France (which deems it more positive, as Paris tends to favour
depth over inclusion). Dr Telle’s initial assumption was that member states with voluntary opt-outs
would have greater affinity to DI. This revealed to be false, as opt-outs often result in less political
influence. Nonetheless, in countries with ‘involuntary opt-outs’, the opinions about DI tend to be
negative as long as the opt-outs persist, but they fade out once the country gets integrated in the
group. On political parties’ view of DI, Marta Lorimer began by differentiating the notions of
substantive fairness, which concerns the redistribution of social justice and the idea of fair
contributions, and procedural fairness, which relates to fair democratic participation. Respondents
from wealthier and older member states tend to be more favourable to DI than newer and poorer MS.
The former view it as a way to allow integration to continue, whereas the latter are concerned that DI
would exclude them and lead them to a ‘second class status’. Lorimer noted that national cleavages
were more visible than ideological cleavages. Looking at citizens’ perceptions of DI, Catherine de Vries
remarked that DI is an abstract discussion which is very far from people’s daily lives. At the voters’
end, the discussion is primarily based on what their political party is saying, and on their position on
European integration. For instance, Eurosceptics are more prone to favouring opt-outs, as it aligns
with more sovereigntist ideas. Regarding the left-right spectrum, left-leaning voters tend to favour a
multi-speed Europe as a way to keep integration going, whereas right-leaning voters are more
favourable to opt-outs, in line with the idea that European integration should be chiefly of economic
nature. While some geographical cleavages across member states were seen, it is hard to consider the
geographical factor as an indicator, given that each country is itself multi-layered and national
politicization runs counter to the formation of homogenous opinions. Finally, Richard Corbett
developed many ideas based on the answers given by the researchers. He highlighted that in each
given DI instance, there are different groupings of countries (e.g. defence, Schengen space, Euro…)
but the two common denominators are the fact that member states with opt-outs always constitute
the minority and that the groupings are always different. He further underscored the importance of
trade policy as the main activity of the EU in its normative decision-making, and the European
Parliament’s lack of differentiated voting (i.e. a MEP can vote in a policy area where their country has
an opt-out). Asked on the distribution of stances on DI across the European Parliament’s political
groups, Corbett argued that right-wing parties (e.g. ID and CER) are more favourable to DI, whereas
other groups have many layers of intra-party divergences, often based on the national parties which
compose the political group. Corbett stressed the importance of key moments of the EU’s
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development in which new fields kept being added and creative tension was present (e.g. creation of
Euro and Schengen). Even countries which are not keen on particular ideas of further integration
prefer them to be done within the EU framework so as not to lose political influence in the decisionmaking. When asked about the divergences between citizens’ and academics’ understandings of DI,
Prof. De Vries argued that citizens do tend to equate opt-out with DI and many (including even
national party officials) do not know the consequences of opt-outs. Generally speaking, the issue of
DI is not well understood across the general public, though she argues it is mostly an issue of salience
and awareness, which can be improved if the topic is brought up more often. Dr Telle highlighted that
smaller and pro-EU countries perceive temporary differentiation more positively than larger member
states (both old and new). However, when the issue is permanent differentiation, larger member
states interpreted it more positively (particularly older member states).

Brigid Laffan (European University Institute) moderated the next discussion on External Differentiated
Integration in Panel IV: “How to build close relations with neighbouring countries while preserving the
integrity of the single market?”. Defined as the selective application of EU rules by third countries, the
concept of External DI can be applied to relations with neighbouring countries. As part of the scenario
building exercise conducted by Paolo Chiocchetti (European University Institute), relations with the
neighbourhood could follow three possible paths: 1) “Extended family”, where more third countries
choose the path of EU accession; 2) “Close-knit community’, closer external integration of third
countries without membership and thus the continued application of External DI; and 3) “Good fences
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make good neighbours”: a scenario of external disintegration leading to more distant relationships
with neighbours. Michael Keating (University of Aberdeen) then analysed what kind of neighbouring
relationship between the EU and the United Kingdom Brexit created. He emphasised the ideological
nature of Brexit, which was motivated by ideologies (e.g. including on sovereignty) rather than by
practical cost-benefit calculations. Therefore, the agreed deal is closer to a World Trade Organization
trade agreement, making the notion of partnership disappear. Prof. Keating concluded that these
components would make it difficult to predict the future relationship between the EU and the UK due
to diverging political and negotiating attitudes. When asked about whether Brexit changed
conceptions and uses of External DI, all speakers agreed that the UK cannot be compared with other
traditional External DI participants due to its economic and political weight. According to Dr
Chiocchetti, the attitude of the EU additionally seems to have become more rigid towards third
countries in order to fully distinguish between member states and External DI. Challenges of External
DI and its impact on integration were further developed by Christian Frommelt (Liechtenstein
Institut). His work on EFTA states and the EEA demonstrated that institutional integration depends on
both maintaining autonomy and ensuring efficiency, making the success of external integration rely
on flexibility and pragmatism. In summary, InDivEU research has shown that External DI could be an
efficient way to maintain and deepen cooperation with the neighbourhood while accommodating
enlargement fatigue and rising Euroscepticism in the EU. Thanks to its various options of institutional
design (e.g. deep multilateral agreements, bilateral or shallower agreements), External DI has the
advantage of being easily tailored to the parties’ mutual needs.
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In the last fifth and last panel, “Are flexible implementation and experimentalist governance viable
alternatives to DI to manage diversity in the EU?”, Sandra Lavenex (University of Geneva) moderated
a discussion on several additional concepts which could complement DI. Sebastiaan Princen (Utrecht
University) explained the concept of Flexible Implementation (FI) and how it relates with DI. Defined
as the possibility for member states to make decisions in the implementation of EU policies, FI is a
form of differentiation used in practical applications and not in policy-drafting. The concept has
however not been given much academic and political attention despite being widely used in the EU.
FI additionally has a great potential in explaining differentiated compliance with EU law. Compared to
DI, Prof. Princen argued, FI has the advantage of benefitting all members states (and not just the ones
having opt-outs) and could, therefore, contribute to better compliancy. Jonathan Zeitlin (University
of Amsterdam) introduced a second complementary concept, Experimentalist Governance (XG). This
relates to a process of provisional goal setting and implementation revision rounds to accommodate
diversity at each level (national, regional and local). Considered a mechanism of a multi-governance
architecture, it successfully involves consultation processes with relevant stakeholders and
subsidiarity. XG also ensures democratic accountability insofar it involved a peer-review process to
monitor implementation progress. XG has, in that sense, the potential of adapting to each local system
and not being limited to the adoption or not of opt-outs at the drafting level like DI. The perspective
from a member state was shared by Ambassador Irena Andrassy, Permanent Representative of the
Republic of Croatia to the EU, who considers DI as a temporary tool to in fine prepare for more
convergence in the EU. When considering the Croatian case, she recalled the country’s commitment
and will to become a fully integrated member state, and that DI was rather used in the accession
process to temporarily accommodate a lack of capacity in several policy areas. She agreed that
flexibility is central in reaching decisions in the Council of the EU, where peer pressure is often more
efficient to bypass deadlocks than legal infringement procedures. European Commission’s Carsten
Schierenbeck agreed with this conception, highlighting the administrative burden, legal uncertainty
and understanding complexity linked to an increase of DI. The applicability of EU policies was also
described as a central accountability goal, which requires the direct involvement of all impacted
stakeholders on the ground. Both researchers presented case studies based on concrete policies,
which are particularly relevant due to their strategic uncertainty and rapidly changing technologies
(i.e. electricity policies, and genetically modified organisms). They have shown that in practice, policy
design is a dynamic process regularly revised and flexibly implemented on the ground. It was
concluded that conditions of high interdependence coupled with high uncertainty may require rules
and practices to be both uniform and revisable. Regarding the question of uniformity, the speakers
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disagreed on whether this should be an all-time objective. Prof. Princen here emphasised that while
uniformity is required at the early stage of a policy or integration, once those have matured, its
implementation should be adaptable to all local contexts. Carsten Schierenbeck insisted that some
policy areas should thrive for uniformity, especially when they are related to rights access for citizens
even though, according to Ambassador Andrassy, those are the very fields were differences between
member states (e.g. on what are values) should be respected.

The conference ended with concluding remarks by Brigid Laffan, Frank Schimmelfennig and TEPSA
Secretary-General Jim Cloos. They thanked the members of the consortium for their research results,
which allowed to create comprehensive knowledge on DI but also on crosscutting issues and future
research areas such as FI and XG.
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10:00 – 11:00
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Enrico Letta | President of the Jacques Delors Institute and former Prime Minister of Italy
Moderated by Frank Schimmelfennig | ETH Zürich & TEPSA, InDivEU scientific lead
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Frank Schimmelfennig | ETH Zürich & TEPSA
Bruno de Witte | European University Institute
Marta Migliorati | Hertie School & European University Institute
Micaela del Monte | European Parliament
Moderated by Katrin Auel | Institute of Advanced Studies
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